The construction of complex gene regulatory networks requires both inhibitory and up-regulatory modules. However, the vast majority of RNA-based regulatory "parts" are inhibitory. Using a synthetic biology approach combined with SHAPE-Seq, we explored the regulatory effect of RBP-RNA interactions in bacterial 5'-UTRs. By positioning a library of RNA hairpins upstream of a reporter gene and co-expressing them with the matching RBP, we observed a set of regulatory responses, including translational stimulation, translational repression, and cooperative behavior. Our combined approach revealed three distinct states in-vivo: in the absence of RBPs, the RNA molecules can be found either in a molten state that is amenable to translation, or a structured phase that inhibits translation. In the presence of RBPs, the RNA molecules are in a semi-structured phase with partial translational capacity. Our work provides new insight into RBP-based regulation and a blueprint for designing complete gene regulatory circuits at the post-transcriptional level.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main goals of synthetic biology is the construction of complex gene regulatory networks.
The majority of engineered regulatory networks have been based on transcriptional regulation, with only a few examples based on post-transcriptional regulation (Win and Smolke, 2008; Xie et al., 2011; Green et al., 2014; Wroblewska et al., 2015) , even-though RNA-based regulatory components have many advantages. Several RNA components have been shown to be functional in multiple organisms (Harvey et al., 2002; Suess et al., 2003; Desai and Gallivan, 2004; Buxbaum et al., 2015; Green et al., mere binding of a protein to a site seems to depend on additional parameters that are not localized solely to the binding site.
5' UTR strains present three translational states
To further study the different types of dose-responses (up-or down-regulation), for each RBPbinding site pair that generate a dose response, we plot the maximal fold-change effect that was recorded over the range of 5' UTR positions (Fig. 3A) . In the panel, we show both maximal down (depicted as fold-values < 1) and up-regulatory dose-response fold changes. The figure shows that the nature of the response does not depend on the RBP, but rather on the binding sites. In particular, both MCP and GCP generate an up-regulatory response for the binding sites MS2-wt, MS2-U(-5)G, and MS2-U(-5)C. Likewise, both MCP and QCP generate a down-regulatory response for Qβ-wt and Qβ-LSs. Conversely, structural mutations that conserve binding (PP7-USs and PP7-nB) can alter the dose-response of PCP from up-regulating (PP7-wt) to down-regulating. Finally, for the case of MS2 with MCP, the size of the fold effect seems to depend on the exact sequence of the binding site. Here, while the native MS2-wt binding site exhibited a maximal fold-change effect of ~2, a single mutation to the loop region caused the response to increase to a factor of five-fold activation. Taken together, our data indicates that the nature of the response is dependent on the binding site sequence at a singlenucleotide resolution.
We next studied the relationship between the position of the binding site within the 5' UTR and size of the fold effect. In Fig. 3B top, we plot the fold effect for all RBP-binding site pairs as a function of 5' UTR position. First, we note that changing the length of the sequence segment downstream to the binding sites does not alter the nature of the dose-response. Second, the plots show that for both the fold repression and fold activation, the effect is mostly unaffected by changing the position of the binding site within the 5' UTR, except when it is placed in a high proximity to the RBS (position δ = -23), where the activation is diminished. Plots of the basal production rate of both types of strains show a similar picture ( Fig. 3B bottom) , with the fold activation diminishes as the distance from the RBS is reduced. Next, we compared the absolute rate of production levels between the up-regulating and down-regulating strains, for both the non-induced ( Fig. 3C ) and fully induced ( Fig. 3D) states. For the non-induced states, the mean rate-of-production of the up-regulating strains is around a factor of three less than the mean for the down-regulating strains. Conversely, for the induced state, both distributions converge, and present less than a factor of two difference between the two calculated mean levels. This indicates the translational level associated with the RBP-bound mRNA is similar for all 5' UTR constructs, independent of the particular binding site or RBP present.
Taken together, a picture emerges where there are three main translational states for the 5' UTR and associated mCherry gene, each with its own range of resultant mCherry levels: a closed translationally inactive state occurring for the non-induced up-regulating strains, where the mRNA is predominantly unavailable for translation. An open translationally-active state, which occurs for the non-induced down-regulating strains. Finally, a partially active translational state, which is characterized by an RBP-bound 5' UTR.
In vitro structural analysis with SHAPE-Seq exhibits a single structural state 6 Our reporter assay analysis and past results by us and others indicate that there seem to be other factors in play that influence RBP binding and the nature of the dose-response. A prime candidate is the molecular structure that forms in-vivo in the presence and absence of the binding protein. This structure is influenced by the sequences which flank the binding site, and the minimum free energy of the hairpin itself. This led us to hypothesize that each state is characterized by a structural fingerprint, which, in turn, is dependent on binding site structure and stability, as well as the flanking sequences. To test our proposed scenario, we chose to focus on two 5' UTR variants from our library, which encoded the PP7-wt and PP7-USs binding sites, both at δ =-29. In this test case, the entire 5' UTR is identical for both variants except for a deletion of two nucleotides in the upper stem of the PP7-wt site, which results in the PP7-USs site. This deletion reduces the stability of the PP7-USs binding site (-5 .7 kcal/mol) as compared with the native PP7-wt site (-6.6 kcal/mol). First, we wanted to ensure that these variants exhibit the three translational states in their dose response (Fig. 4A) .
Here, the PP7-wt response function exhibits a low production rate in the absence of induction (~150 a.u./hr), while rising in a sigmoidal fashion to an intermediate production rate (~450 a.u./hr) at full induction. For PP7-USs, the basal rate of production level at zero induction is nearly an order of magnitude larger at ~1100 a.u./hr, and declines gradually upon induction to an intermediate level similar to that observed for PP7-wt.
Next, we calculated the predicted structure for these two 5' UTR variants using RNAfold (Hofacker et al., 1994) . As expected, the small reduction in binding site stability did not affect the computed structures (Fig. 4B) , and both predicted model structures seem identical. Therefore, we chose to directly probe the mRNA structure via SHAPE-Seq. We subjugated the two strains to SHAPE-Seq in vitro using 2-methylnicotinic acid imidazole (NAI) suspended in anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), with DMSO-treated cells as a non-modified control (see Star Methods and Fig. S1 for SHAPE-Seq analysis of 5S-rRNA as positive control). We chose to modify a segment that includes the entire 5' UTR, and another ~140 nt of the mCherry reporter gene. In Fig. 4C , we plot the reactivity signals as a function of nucleotide position on the mRNA obtained for both the PP7-wt (blue line) and PP7-USs (red line) constructs at δ=-29 using in vitro SHAPE-Seq, after alignment of the two signals (see Star Methods). The reactivity of each base corresponds to the propensity of that base to be modified by NAI (for the definition of reactivity see Star Methods). Both in vitro reactivity signals look nearly identical for the entire modified segment of the RNA. This is further confirmed by Z-factor analysis (lower panel), which yields significant distinguishability only for a narrow segment within the coding region (~+30 nt). We then used the in vitro reactivity data to compute the structure of the variants by guiding the computational prediction (Deigan et al., 2009; Ouyang et al., 2013; Washietl et al., 2012; Zarringhalam et al., 2012) . In Fig. 4D we show that the SHAPE-derived structures for both constructs are similar to the results of the initial non-constrained RNAfold computation (Fig. 4B) , and are nearly indistinguishable from each other. Consequently, the in vitro SHAPE-derived structures and reactivity data for the two 5' UTR variants do not reveal two distinct structural states, which are a precursor for third RBP-bound state.
In-vivo SHAPE-Seq reveals three structural states supporting the three-translation-level hypothesis Next, we carried out the SHAPE-Seq protocol in vivo (see STAR Methods) on induced and non-induced samples for the two variants. In Fig. 5A , we plot the non-induced (RBP-) reactivity obtained for PP7-wt (blue) and . The data shows that PP7-USs is more reactive across nearly the entire segment, including all of the 5' UTR and >50 nt into the coding region. Z-factor analysis reveals that this difference is statistically significant for a large portion of the 5' UTR and the coding region, suggesting that the PP7-USs is overall more reactive and thus less structured than the PP7-wt fragment. In Fig. 5B , we show that in the induced state (RBP+) both constructs exhibit a weak reactivity signal that is statistically indistinguishable in the 5' UTR (i.e., Z-factor ~0 at δ <0). In particular, the region associated with the binding site is unreactive (marked in grey), indicating that the binding site and flanking regions are either protected by the bound RBP, highly structured, or both (see Fig. S2 for further analysis). Consequently, contrary to the in vitro SHAPE analysis, for the in vivo case the reactivity data for the non-induced case reveals a picture consistent with two distinct translational states, for a sum total of three states when taking the induced reactivity data into account.
To generate additional structural insight, we implemented the constrained structure computation that was used for the in vitro samples on the PP7-wt (δ=-29) and PP7-USs (δ=-29) variants ( Fig. 5C ). In the top schema, we plot the derived PP7-USs non-induced variant, which is nonstructured in the 5' UTR exhibiting a predominantly yellow and white coloring of the individual nucleotide base-pairing probabilities. By contrast, in the PP7-wt non-induced structure (bottom) there are three predicted closely-spaced smaller hairpins that span from -60 to -10 that are predominantly colored by yellow and red except in the predicted loop regions. Both top and bottom structures are markedly different from the in vitro structures (Fig. 4D ). Neither displays the PP7-wt or PP7-USs binding site, and a secondary hairpin encoding a putative short anti-Shine-Dalgarno (aSD) motif (CUCUU) (Levy et al., 2017) , that may partially sequester the RBS, appears only in the PP7-wt noninduced strain. In the induced state, a structure reminiscent of the in vitro structure is recovered for both variants with three distinct structural features visible in the 5' UTR: an upstream flanking hairpin (-72 to -57 for PP7-wt), the binding site (-54 to -30 for PP7-wt), and downstream CUCUU anti-Shine Dalgarno satellite structure (-23 to -10 for both). Taken together, the SHAPE-derived structures for the non-induced and induced strains support three distinct structural configurations for the 5' UTR, which are consistent with the reporter assay findings and can thus be associated with their respective translational levels.
Changes to 5' UTR sequence can alter translational state
We reasoned that we can influence the regulatory response by introducing mutations into the 5' UTR sequence that can shift the structure from the translationally inactive state to the translationally active state. To do so, we mutated the structure of the flanking sequences in three ways ( and potentially increasing the fold-effect of the up-regulatory strains. Finally, we extended the lower-8 stem of MS2-wt and PP7-wt binding sites by three, six, and nine base-pairs to increase binding site stability . We hypothesized that this set of new 5' UTR variants could help us expand our understanding of the mechanism involved in translational regulation.
First, we synthesized ten additional constructs at δ =-29 with PP7-nB, PP7-USs, PP7-wt, MS2-wt, or MS2-U(-5)C binding sites, in which the sequence between the binding site and the RBS encoded either a strong CU-rich motif, or an A-rich segment (see Table S1 ). We plot the basal expression level for 15 RBP-binding-site pairs containing the original spacer (green), the spacer with the CU-rich sequence (red), and the A-rich spacer lacking the aSD sequence (blue). The data ( Fig.6B -left heatmap) shows that the constructs with a CU-rich flanking region exhibit low basal expression levels as compared with the other constructs, as predicted and previously observed
, while the different A-rich variants do not seem to affect basal expression in a consistent fashion. To check the effect of increasing binding site stability, we designed 6 new variants for the PP7-wt binding sites, by extending the length of the lower stem by three, six, and nine base-pairs, with complementary flanking sequences that are either GU or GC repeats ( Fig. S3 and Table 1 ).
When examining the dose-response functions ( Fig. 6C-D) , the up-regulatory responses was converted to down-regulating responses for all configurations. The basal expression levels for the non-induced state was increased by 3-to 10-fold ( Fig. 6D -left heatmap), consistent with the levels previously observed for the non-structured, translationally-active state. Upon induction, the downregulatory effect that was observed resulted in rate-of-production levels that approached the levels of the original PP7-wt construct at full induction ( Fig. 6C ), further corroborating the three-state model.
Yet, for all stem-extended constructs, the effective dissociation constant increased by 2-to 3-fold ( Fig.   S3 ), indicating a potentially weaker binding that may be due to the increased translational activity associated with these constructs. Finally, we checked the effect of temperature on regulation. We studied several strains (RBP-binding sites combinations) in temperatures that ranged from 22°C to 42°C, and found no significant change in regulatory effect for any of the variants studied ( Fig. S4 ).
Consequently, it seems that only mutations that are associated with binding site stability seem to affect the state of the non-induced state, whether it will be non-structured and translationally active, or highly structured and translationally inactive.
A tandem of binding sites can exhibit both cooperativity and complete repression
Finally, to further explore the regulatory potential of the 5' UTR, we synthesized 28 additional 5' UTR variants containing two binding sites from our cohort ( Fig. 2A ), one placed in the 5' UTR (δ<0), and the other placed in the ribosomal initiation region region (1<δ<15) of the mCherry gene ( Fig.7A ).
In Fig. 7B -D, we plot the dose responses of the tandem variants in the presence of MCP, PCP, and QCP as heatmaps arranged in order of increasing basal mCherry rate of production. Overall, the basal mCherry production rate for all the tandem variants is lower as compared with the singlebinding-site variants located in the 5' UTR. In addition, approximately half of the variants generated a 9 significant regulatory response in the presence of the RBP, while the other half seem to be repressed at the basal level, with no RBP-related effect detected.
For MCP ( Fig. 7B ), we observed strong repression for four of the ten variants tested, with the MS2-U(-5)G binding site positioned in the ribosomal initiation region for all four repressed variants.
With different ribosomal initiation region binding sites [MS2-wt, Qβ-wt, or MS2-U(-5)C], basal mCherry rate of production was reduced to nearly zero. For PCP (Fig. 7C ), a similar picture emerges, with several variants exhibiting a strong dose-response repression signature, while no regulatory effect was observed for others. In terms of basal mCherry production rate, the variants in the top six all encode the PP7-nB binding site in the 5' UTR. Moreover, all eight variants with a PP7-nB positioned in the 5' UTR exhibit a down-regulatory response. These observations are consistent with the data shown in Fig. 6C -D, where the binding sites with longer stems resulted in larger basal mCherry rate of production, presumably due to increased hairpin stability. For other PP7 binding-site combinations a lower basal level, and hence lower fold-repression effect, is observed.
In Fig. 7D , we present the dose-response heatmaps obtained for QCP. Here, we used the same tandem variants as for MCP, due to the binding cross-talk between both proteins shown in (Fig.   1B ). Notably, the dose responses for these tandems in the presence of QCP vary substantially as compared with that observed for MCP. While the site MS2-U(-5G) is still associated with higher basal expression when positioned in the ribosomal initiation region, only three variants (as compared with five for MCP) do not seem to respond to QCP. In particular, two variants, each containing MS2-U(-5)G in the ribosomal initiation region and MS2-U(-5)C in the 5' UTR, exhibit a 2-fold up-regulatory dose response, as compared with a strong down-regulatory effect for MCP. Given the propensity of binding sites in the ribosomal initiation region to generate a strong repression effect (Katz et al., 2018) , the up-regulatory effect observed here is consistent with a lack of binding of QCP to MS2-U(-5)G in the ribosomal initiation region (as was observed before), thus facilitating the up-regulation effect that was observed previously for MCP with MS2-U(-5)C in the single binding site strains.
Finally, we measured the effective cooperativity factor w (see Fig.S5 for fitting model) for repressive tandem constructs in the presence of their corresponding cognate RBPs. In Fig. 7E , we plot a sample fit for a MS2-U(-5)C/MS2-U(-5)G tandem in the presence of MCP. The data shows that when taking into account the known K RBP values that were extracted for the single binding site variants, a fit with no cooperativity (w=1) does not explain the data well (red line). However, when the cooperativity parameter is not fixed, a good description for the data is obtained for 50<w<80 (best fit at w=73). In Fig. 7F we plot the extracted cooperativity parameter for each of the 16 tandems displaying a regulatory response with calculated K RBP values for both sites (see Fig. S5 and Table S5 for fits and parameter values, respectively). Altogether, at least 6 of the 16 tandems exhibited strong cooperative behavior. For MCP and QCP five of the six relevant tandems displayed strong cooperativity (w>25). For PCP, only two of the ten tandems displayed weak cooperativity (1<w<25).
These tandems had less than 30 nt between the two PCP binding sites.
The cooperative behavior, which reflects overall increase in affinity of the RBP to the molecule when there is more than one binding site present, may also indicate increased stability of the hairpin
structures. An increased stability can explain two additional features of the tandems, that were not 1 0 observed for the single binding site constructs: the QCP up-regulatory response observed for the MS2-U(-5)C/MS2-U(-5)G tandem, and the decreased basal mCherry rate of production levels. Overall, the effective dissociation constant of the tandem-and single-binding-site constructs together with the RBPs can be varied over a range of specificities that spans approximately an order of magnitude, depending on the chosen 5' UTR and gene-header sequences.
DISCUSSION
In recent years, synthetic biology approaches have been increasingly used to map potential regulatory mechanisms of transcriptional and translational regulation, in both eukaryotic and bacterial cells (Kinney et al., 2010; Sharon et al., 2012; Dvir et al., 2013; Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016; Peterman and Levine, 2016; Levy et al., 2017) . Here, we built on the design introduced by (Saito et al., 2010) to explore the regulatory potential of RBP-RNA interactions in bacterial 5' UTRs, using a synthetic biology approach combined with the SHAPE-Seq method. Using a library of RNA variants, we found a complex set of regulatory responses, including translational repression, translational stimulation, and cooperative behavior. The up-regulation phenomenon, or translational stimulation, had been reported only once for a single natural example in bacteria, yet was mimicked here by all four RBPs at multiple 5' UTR positions.
Our expression level data on the single-binding-site constructs hints that the mechanism which drives the complexity observed can be described by a three-state system. Using both the SHAPE-Seq experiment and the reporter assay, we found a translationally-active and weakly-structured 5' UTR state, a translationally-inactive and highly-structured 5' UTR state, and an RBP-bound state with partial translation capacity. As a result, the same RBP can either up-regulate or down-regulate expression, depending on 5' UTR sequence context. This description deviates from the classic twostate regulatory model, which is often used as a theoretical basis for describing transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation (Bintu et al., 2005) . In a two-state model, a substrate can either be bound or not bound by a ligand, leading to either an active or inactive regulatory state. This implies that in the two-state scenario, a bound protein cannot both be an "activator" and a "repressor" without an additional interaction or constraint which alters the system.
The appearance of two distinct mRNA states in the non-induced case in vivo, as compared with only one in vitro, suggests that in vivo the mRNA molecules can fold into one of two distinct phases: a molten phase that is amenable to translation, and a structured phase that inhibits translation. A previous theoretical study by Schwab and Bruinsma (SB) (Schwab and Bruinsma, 2009) showed that a first-order phase transition separating a molten and a structured phase for mRNA can occur, if a strong attractive interaction between the non-base-paired segments of the molecule exists within the system (see Fig. S6 ). Such an interaction destabilizes the base-pairing of branched structures, and if sufficiently strong leads to complete melting of the molecule into a non-structured form. It is possible that such attractive interaction between non-base-paired segments is mediated by the ribosome, which is known to destabilize base-paired structures during translation.
Furthermore, the RBP-bound states which yielded indistinguishable in vivo SHAPE-Seq data together with a convergence of the induced up-and down-regulating expression distributions, is also 1 1 consistent with the SB model. In this case, the SB phase diagram (see Fig. S6 ) shows that a weaker attractive interaction does not yield a first order phase transition, but rather a continuous transition from a fully-structured phase through a partially-structured phase to the fully-molten state. Since the bound RBP stabilizes the hairpin structure, counteracting the destabilizing effect of the ribosome, in the context of the SB model this effect may lead to a reduction in the strength of the "attractive"
interaction. Therefore, it is possible that this binding event shifts the RNA molecules into the portion of the phase diagram (see Fig. S6 -bottom) in which the partially folded state minimizes the free energy, leading to the observed expression level and reactivity measurements in the induced phase.
Our work presents an important step in understanding and engineering post-transcriptional regulatory networks. Throughout this paper we attempted at increasing the synthetic biology utility of our work, the highlight being the direct activation of translation via a single RBP-binding-site pair. As a result, our synthetic regulatory modules can be viewed as a new class of "protein-sensingriboswitches", which, given the hypothesized phase-based characterization, may ultimately have a wide utility in gene regulatory applications. Together with our previous work of positioning the sites in the ribosomal initiation region (Katz et al., 2018) , we offer a set of modestly up-regulating and a range of down-regulating RBP-binding site pairs with tuneable affinities for four RBPs, three of which are orthogonal to each other (PCP, GCP, and QCP). While we emphasize that our results were obtained in E. coli, given the propensity of RBPs to alter the RNA structure via direct interaction, it is tempting to speculate that such an interaction may be a generic 5' UTR mechanism that could be extended to other RBPs and other organisms.
How difficult is it to design an up-regulatory dose-response for an RBP de novo? Unfortunately, our data does not provide a satisfactory mechanistic outcome for a quantitative prediction, but a qualitative phase-based description, which is an initial step. Our experiments revealed no particular structural features that were associated with this regulatory switch, such as the release of a sequestered RBS, which has been reported before as a natural mechanism for translational stimulation (Hattman et al., 1991; Wulczyn and Kahmann, 1991) . Moreover, attempting to allocate a structural state for a certain sequence in vivo using in-silico RNA structure prediction tools is not a reliable approach, due to mechanistic differences between the in vivo and in vitro environment, which these models understandably do not take into account. Therefore, to provide a predictive blueprint for which sequences are likely to be translationally inactive in their native RBP unbound state, a better understanding of both RNA dynamics and the interaction of RNA with the translational machinery invivo needs to be established. Yet, our findings suggest that generating translational stimulation using RBPs may not be as difficult as previously thought. At present, the best approach to designing functional elements is to first characterize experimentally a small library of a variety of designs, and subsequently select and optimize the variants that exhibit interesting functionality. Finally, the described constructs add to the growing toolkit of translational regulatory parts, and provide a working design for further exploration of both natural and synthetic post-transcriptional gene regulatory networks. 
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The authors declare no conflict of interests. rpm. In the morning, they were diluted by a factor of 100 to semi-poor medium (SPM) consisting of 95% bio-assay (BA) and 5% LB with appropriate antibiotics and different inducer concentrations at 37 °C and 250 rpm for 1hr to 4hrs (Methods Details section for more details).
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METHOD DETAILS
Design and construction of binding-site plasmids
Binding-site cassettes (see Table S1 ) were ordered as double-stranded DNA minigenes from either Gen9 or Twist Bioscience. Each minigene was ∼ 500 bp long and contained the following parts:
Eagl restriction site, ∼ 40 bases of the 5' end of the Kanamycin (Kan) resistance gene, pLac-Ara constitutive promoter, ribosome binding site (RBS), and a KpnI restriction site. In addition, each cassette contained one or two wild-type or mutated RBP binding sites, either upstream or downstream to the RBS (see Table S1 ), at varying distances. All binding sites were derived from the wild-type binding sites of the coat proteins of one of the four bacteriophages GA, MS2, PP7, and Qβ. 
Design and construction of fusion-RBP plasmids
RBP sequences lacking a stop codon were amplified via PCR off either Addgene or customordered templates (Genescript or IDT, see Table S2 ). All RBPs presented (GCP, MCP, PCP, and QCP) were cloned into the RBP plasmid between restriction sites KpnI and AgeI, immediately (v/v) DMSO were added to the RNA-SHAPE buffer reaction mix and incubated for an additional 5 min at 37°C while shaking. Samples were then transferred to ice to stop the SHAPE-reaction and precipitated by addition of 3 volumes of ice-cold 100% ethanol, followed by incubation at -80°C for 15 min and centrifugation at 4°C, 17000 g for 15 min. Samples were air-dried for 5 min at room temperature and resuspended in 10 µl of RNAse-free water.
Subsequent steps of the SHAPE-Seq protocol, that were applied to all samples, have been 1000 ng of RNA were converted to cDNA using the reverse transcription primers (for details of primer and adapter sequences used in this work see Table S3 ) for mCherry (#1) or 5S rRNA (#2) that are specific for either the mCherry transcripts (PP7-USs δ =-29, PP7-wt δ =-29). The RNA was mixed with 0.5 µM primer (#1) or (#2) and incubated at 95°C for 2 min followed by an incubation at 65°C for 5 min.
The Superscript III reaction mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific; 1x SSIII First Strand Buffer, 5 mM DTT, 0.5 mM dNTPs, 200 U Superscript III reverse transcriptase) was added to the cDNA/primer mix, cooled down to 45°C and subsequently incubated at 52°C for 25 min. Following inactivation of the reverse transcriptase for 5 min at 65°C, the RNA was hydrolyzed (0.5 M NaOH, 95°C, 5 min) and neutralized (0.2 M HCl). cDNA was precipitated with 3 volumes of ice-cold 100% ethanol, incubated at -80°C for 15 minutes, centrifuged at 4°C for 15 min at 17000 g and resuspended in 22.5 µl ultra-pure water. Next, 1.7 µM of 5' phosphorylated ssDNA adapter (#3) (see Table S3 ) was ligated to the cDNA using a CircLigase reaction mix (1xCircLigase reaction buffer, 2.5 mM MnCl 2 , 50 µM ATP, 100 U CircLigase). Samples were incubated at 60°C for 120 min, followed by an inactivation step at 80°C for 10 min. cDNA was ethanol precipitated (3 volumes ice-cold 100% ethanol, 75 mM sodium acetate [pH 5.5], 0.05 mg/mL glycogen [Invitrogen] ). After an overnight incubation at -80°C, the cDNA was centrifuged (4°C, 30 min at 17000 g) and resuspended in 20 µl ultra-pure water. To remove non- μ l ultra-pure water and were subjected to PCR amplification to construct dsDNA library as detailed below.
SHAPE-Seq library preparation and sequencing
To produce the dsDNA for sequencing 10ul of purified cDNA from the SHAPE procedure (see above) were PCR amplified using 3 primers: 4nM mCherry selection (#4) or 5S rRNA selection primer (#5), 0.5µM TruSeq Universal Adapter (#6) and 0.5µM TrueSeq Illumina indexes (one of #7-26) ( Table S4 for read counts for all experiments presented in the manuscript.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Single clone expression level analysis
The average normalized fluorescence of mCerulean, and rate of production of mCherry, were Finally, we plotted mCherry rate of production [(Zeevi et al., 2011) ] as a function of averaged normalized mCerulean expression, creating dose response curves as a function of RBP-mCerulean fluorescence. Our choice for computing rate of production for mCherry stems from our belief that this observable best quantifies the regulatory effect, which is a function of the absolute number of inducer protein present (i.e RBP-mCerulean) at a any given moment in time. Data points with higher than two standard deviations calculated over mCerulean and mCherry fluorescence at all the inducer concentrations of the same strain) between the two duplicates were not taken into account and plots with 25% or higher of such points were discarded and the experiment repeated.
Dose response fitting routine and K d extraction
Final data analysis and fit were carried out on plots of rate of mCherry production as a function of averaged normalized mCerulean fluorescence at each inducer concentration. Such plots represent production of the reporter gene as a function of RBP presence in the cell. The fitting analysis and K d extraction were based on the following two-state thermodynamic model: 
where [x] is RBP concentration, K d is an effective dissociation constant, and n is a constant that quantifies RBP cooperativity; it represents the number of RBPs that need to bind the binding site simultaneously for the regulatory effect to take place. Substituting the probabilities into Eq. 3 gives: 
where C is the fluorescence baseline. Only fit results with R 2 > 0.6 were taken into account. For those fits, K d error was typically in the range of 0.5-20%, for a 0.67 confidence interval.
SHAPE-Seq initial reactivity analysis
Illumina reads were first adapter-trimmed using cutadapt (Martin, 2011) and were aligned against a composite reference built from mCherry, E. coli 5S rRNA sequences, and PhiX genome (PhiX is used as a control sequence in Illumina sequencing). Alignment was performed using bowtie2
[4] in local alignment mode (bowtie2 --local).
Reverse transcriptase (RT) drop-out positions were indicated by the end position of Illumina Read 2 (the second read on the same fragment). Drop-out positions were identified using an inhouse Perl script (can be provided upon request). Reads that were aligned only to the first 19 bp were eliminated from downstream analysis, as these correspond to the RT primer sequence. For each position upstream of the RT-primer, the number of drop-outs detected was summed.
To facilitate proper signal comparison, all libraries (16 total -including biological duplicates) were normalized to have the same total number of reads. For each library j and position x=1,...,L, we normalized the number of drop-outs Dj(x) according to:
where L is the length of the sequence under investigation after RT primer removal. The reads as a function of position from the transcription start site (TSS) are supplied in Table S4 . 
SHAPE-Seq Bootstrap analysis
SHAPE-Seq Signal-to-noise (read-ratio) computation
For each pair of NAI-modifed and umodified (DMSO) resampled libraries for a particular sample s
, we computed the SHAPE-Seq read-ratio for each position i to generate a read-ratio matrix as follows:
where the read-ratio is a signal-to-noise observable defined for each individual nucleotide. To obtain the mean read-ratio vector and associated standard errors, we computed the mean and standard deviation of the read-ratio per position as follows:
SHAPE-Seq reactivity computation
The literature has several redundant definitions for reactivity, and no consensus on a precise formulation (Aviran et al., 2011; Lucks et al., 2011; Spitale et al., 2015) The simplest definition of reactivity is the modification signal that is obtained above the background noise. As a result, we define the reactivity as follows:
Where,
2 2
For the average reactivity score obtained for each position for a given sample s:
For the running-average reactivity plots shown in Figure 3 , we used the following procedure.
First, we computed an average reactivity per position based on two boot-strapped mean reactivity scores that were obtained from the two biological replicates. We then computed a running average 10 nt window for every position δ .
SHAPE-Seq reactivity error bar computation
Error bars were computed in two steps. First, we computed the error-bar per nucleotide before running average as follows: 
SHAPE-Seq determining protected regions and differences between signals
To determine regions of the RNA molecules that are protected by the RBP, we employ a Zfactor analysis on the difference between the read-ratio scores. Z-factor analysis is a statistical test that allows comparison of the differences between means taking into account their associated errors.
If Z > 0 then the two means are considered to be "different" in a statistically significant fashion (i.e. > 3σ ). To do so, we use the following formulation:
where n corresponds to the threshold of the number of ' s σ that we want to use to claim a statistically significant difference between two values of the mean. For our analysis we used n = 3.
The regions that were determined to generate a statistically different mean reactivity values, and also 2 3 resulted in a positive difference between the -RBP and +RBP cases (i.e.
( ) ( )
were considered to be protected and marked in a semi-transparent grey shading in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 .
SHAPE-Seq structural visualization
For the structural visualization (as in Fig. 3C) , the mRNA SHAPE-Seq fragment of PP7-wt_d=-29 construct was first folded in silico using RNAfold in default parameters. For visualization purposes, the RNAfold 2d structure prediction served as input for VARNA (Darty et al., 2009 ) and the SHAPE-Seq reactivity scores were used as colormap to overlay the reactivity on the predicted structure and to generate the structure image.
Using the empirical SHAPE-Seq data as constraints for structural prediction
In order to predict more accurate structural schemes ( In order to calculate base-pairing probabilities for the structure determined by RNAfold with Washietl algorithm, the perturbation vector generated by RNApvmin is inserted as an additional input for RNAsubopt (-p 1000). A custom Perl script was used to calculate the resulted probability of pairing for each nucleotide based on the structural ensemble.
SHAPE-Seq 5S-rRNA control
We first applied SHAPE-Seq to ribosomal 5S rRNA both in vivo and in vitro as a control that the protocol was producing reliable results (Kertesz et al., 2010; Spitale et al., 2015; Watters et al., 2016) . We analysed the SHAPE-Seq read count by computing the "reactivity" of each base corresponding to the propensity of that base to be modified by NAI. Bases that are highly modified or "reactive" are more likely to be free from interactions (e.g. secondary, tertiary, RBP-based, etc.) and thus remain single stranded. We plot in Fig. S4 By contrast, the in vivo reactivity data (blue line) is less modified on average and especially in the 9 central part of the molecule, which is consistent with these regions being protected by the larger ribosome structure in which the 5S rRNA is embedded (Dinman, 2005) . The reactivity scores obtained here for both the in vitro and in vivo samples (Fig. S4B ) are comparable to previously published 5S-rRNA reactivity analysis (Deigan et al., 2009; Szymanski et al., 2002; Watters et al., 2016) . 
Tandem cooperativity fit and analysis
where γ is the protein degradation rate.
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When measuring rate of production and given the stability of mCherry, the degradation rate of mCherry is negligible over the 1-2 hr range of integration that was used in 2. Since we normalized the basal levels of mCherry rate of production, 20 is reduced to the following fitting formula for the data: 
Finally, given our previous measurements for K RBP1 and K RBP2 , this formula reduces to a two parameter fit for w and utr basal k k . See Fig. S7 and Table S5 for the fits and associated fitting parameter details for 14 of 16 dose-response down-regulatory tandem data sets that were used in the analysis.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The SHAPE-Seq read data is available in doi:10.17632/wpknzwc2w2.1.
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES TITLES:
1. Table S1 : Reporter assay binding site cassettes 2. Table S2 : Reporter assay RBP cassettes 3. Table S3 : SHAPE-Seq sequences 4. Table S4 : SHAPE-Seq reads 5. 
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